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Abstract
We consider an algorithm of the form Xk+l = Xk - ak(U(Xk) + - k) + bkWk,
where U(.) is a smooth function on IR d , {'k } is a sequence of IRd-valued random vari-
ables, {Wk} is a sequence of independent standard d-dimensional Gaussian random vari-
ables, ak = A/k and bk = /B//kloglogk for k large. An algorithm of this type
arises by adding slowly decreasing white Gaussian noise to a stochastic gradient algo-
rithm. We show under suitable conditions on U('), {fk }, A and B that Xk converges in
probability to the set of global minima of U(-). No prior information is assumed as to
what bounded region contains a global minimum. Our analysis is based on the asymp-
totic behavior of the related diffusion process dY(t) = - VU(Y(t))dt + c(t)dW(t), where
W(.) is a standard d-dimensional Wiener process and c(t) = ~ /i-Vo g for t large.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider a class of algorithms for finding a global minimum of a
smooth function U(x), xEIRd. Specifically, we analyze the convergence of a modified
stochastic descent algorithm
Xk+1 = Xk - ak(VU(Xk) + Sk) + bkWk (1.1)
where {fk} is a sequence of lRd-valued random variable, {Wk} is a sequence of standard
d-dimensional independent Gaussian random variables, and {ak}, {bk} are sequences of
positive numbers with ak, bk--+0. An algorithm of this type arises by artificially adding
the bkWk term (via a Monte Carlo simulation) to a standard stochastic descent algo-
rithm
Zk+l = Zk - ak(VJU(Zk) + ~k) (1.2)
Algorithms like (1.2) arise in a variety of optimization problems including adaptive
filtering, identification and control; here the sequence {~k} is due to noisy or imprecise
measurements of VU(.) or U(.) (c.f. [1]). The asymptotic behavior of {Zk} has been
much studied. Let S and S* be the set of local and global minima of U(.), respectively.
It can be shown, for example, that if U(') and {k}) are suitably behaved, ak = A/k for
k large, and {Zk} is bounded, then Zk -- S as k -- oo w.p.1. However, in general
Zk - S* (unless of course S = S*). The idea behind the additional bkWk term in (1.1)
compared with (1.2) is that if bk tends to zero slowly enough, then possibly {Xk} (unlike
{Zk}) will avoid getting trapped in a strictly local minimum of U('). We shall infact
show that if U(Q) and {(k} are suitably behaved, ak = A/k and b2 = B/kloglogk for k
large with B/A > Co (where Co is a positive constant which depends only on U(.)), and
{Xk} is tight, then Xk -- S* as k -- oo in probability. We also give a condition for the
tightness of {Xk}.
An algorithm like (1.1) was first proposed and analyzed by Kushner [2]. However,
the analysis in [2] required that the trajectories of {Xk} lie within a fixed ball (which
was achieved by modifying (1.1) near the boundary of the ball). Hence, the version of
(1.1) in [2] is only suitable for optimizing U(') over a compact set. Some other
differences between the results presented here and [2] include conditions on {ak}, {bk}
and {(k}, and also the method of analysis; these are discussed further below.
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The analysis of the convergence of {Zk} is usually based on the asymptotic
behavior of the associated ordinary differential equation (ODE)
i(t) = -VU(z(t)) (1.3)
(c.f. [1], [3]). This motivates our analysis of the convergence of {Xk} based on the
asymptotic behavior of the associated stochastic differential equation (SDE)
dY(t) = - VU(Y(t))dt + c(t)dW(t) (1.4)
where W(.) is a standard d-dimensional Wiener process and c(.) is a positive function
with c(t)--O as t--oo. The diffusion Y(.) has been called continuous simulated anneal-
ing. In this context, U(x) is called the energy of state x and T(t) = c 2 (t)/2 is called the
temperature at time t. Continuous simulated annealing was first suggested in [4], [5] for
global optimization problems that arise in image processing applications with continu-
ous grey levels. Now the asymptotic behavior of Y(t) as t--oo has been studied inten-
sively by a number of researchers. In [2], [5] convergence results where obtained by con-
sidering a version of (1.4) with a reflecting boundary; in [6], [7] the reflecting boundary
was removed. Our analysis of {Xk} is based on the analysis of Y(.) developed by Chi-
ang, Hwang and Sheu [7] who prove the following result: if U(-) is well-behaved and
c 2(t) = C/logt for t large with C > Co then Y(t)--+S* at t--+oo in probability. The
main difficulty associated with using Y(Q) to analyze {Xk} is that we must deal with
long time intervals and slowly decreasing (unbounded) Gaussian noises.
We note that in [2] the modified version of (1.1) which constrains the trajectories of
{Xk} to lie within a fixed ball is analyzed for ak = bk = A/logk, k large. Although a
detailed asymptotic description of {Xk} is obtained for this case, in general Xk7L+S*
unless ~k = O0. The reason for this is intuitively clear: even if {(k} is bounded, ak k
and akWk can be of the same order, and hence can interfere with each other. On the
other hand, we actually allow {(k} with unbounded variance, in particular
E{l Ik 12} = O(kf) and I < 1. This has important implications when VU(.) is not
measured exactly. Also the analysis in [2] is different from what is done here, in that we
obtain the asymptotic behavior of Xk as k-+oo from the corresponding behavior of Y(t)
as t-*oo. However, the most significant difference between our work and what is done
in [2] (and more generally in other work on global optimization such as [8]) is that we
establish the convergence of an algorithm which finds a global minimum of a function
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when it is not known apriori what bounded region contains such a point.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state our assumptions and main
result. In Sections 3 we take up the proof of this result. In Section 4 we prove a gen-
eral tightness criterion, which is then used in Section 5 to establish tightness and ulti-
mately convergence for two example algorithms.
2. MAIN RESULT
In this Section we present our main result on the convergence of the discrete time
algorithm
Xk+l = Xk - ak(VU(Xk) + ~k) + bkWk, k > 0, (2.1)
which is closely related to the continuous time algorithm
dY(t) = - VU(Y(t))dt + c(t)dW(t) , t 2 0. (2.2)
Here U(-) is a smooth function on IRd, {fk} is a sequence of IRd-valued random vari-
ables, {Wk } is a sequence of independent d-dimensional Gaussian random variables with
E{Wk} = 0 and E{WkG Wk} = I (the identity matrix), W(.) is a standard d-
dimensional Wiener process, and
ak= A _ b E; k large,
k - 'kloglogk
c lt ' t large,
where A, B, C are positive constants with C = B/A. Further conditions on U(.), {~k},
{Wk} will be discussed below. It will be useful to define a continuous time interpolation
of {Xk}. Let
k-1
tk= an , k > 0,
n=O
and
X(t) =Xk , tE[tk,tk+l), k > 0.
In the sequel we shall assume some or all of the following conditions (a, are con-
stants whose values will be specified later)
(Al) U(.) is a C2 function from IRd to [0, oo) such that
min U(x) = 0
U(x)--oo as Ix |-[oo
IVU(x) I-oo as Ix I-|oo
lim ( VU(x) 12 - U(x)) > - oo
Ix 1-+0o
(A2) For e > 0 let
dr (x) = Z exp - 2(x) dx, ZEf exp -2U() dx < o
V p 6X) 2 c2
Tre has a unique weak limit 7r as Ec-0
(A3) lim K VU(x) (4d-4 /2(A3) lim { H AdUx[ > ) > L(d), L(d)= 4d-3
Ix I-~ IVU(x) ' ' -4d-3
(A4) For k = 0, 1,... let 9k = o(Xo ,W... k-l, o,... , k-l). Let K be a compact subset
of IRd . There exists L > 0 such that
E{ lk 12 JIk } _Lao , IE{(k Ik}l < Lae , V XkEK, w.p.1l.
Wk is independent of ik.
We note that the measure 7r concentrates on S*, the global minima of U(.). For
example, if S* consists of a finite number of points, then 7r exists and is uniformly distri-
buted over S*. The existence of 7r and a simple characterization in terms of the Hessian
of U(') is discussed in [9]. In [7] (Al), (A2) were needed for the analysis of Y(t) as
t---oo; here we also need (A3), (A4) for the analysis of Xk as k--oo. (A3) asserts that
VU(x) has a sufficiently large radial component for Ix I large. This condition will be
used to extend an escape time estimate for {Xk} from a bounded region in the d = 1
case to the d > 1 case (see Lemma 4). It may be possible to replace L(d) by 0 in (A3)
but we have not been able to do so (except of course for d = 1). Note that (A3) is
implied by (Al) when d = 1.
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For a process Z(.) and a function f(-), let Etl,, {f(Z(t))} denote conditional expecta-
tion given Z(t1 ) = zl, and let Et,,,,;t2,,z 2 {f(Z(t))} denote conditional expectation given
Z(tl) = z1 and Z(t2 ) = Z2 (more precisely, these are suitable fixed versions of conditional
expectations). Also for a measure AL(.) and a function f(') let p(f) = f fd/t.
In [7] it was shown that there exists a constant Co (denoted there by co) which
plays a critical role in the convergence of Y(t) as t--*oo. Co has an interpretation in
terms of the action functional for the dynamical system i(t) = - VU(z(t)); see [7] for an
explicit expression for Co and some examples. Here is Chiang et. al.'s theorem on the
convergence of Y(t) as t-+oo.
Theorem 1 [7]: Assume (Al), (A2) hold. Then for C > Co and any bounded continu-
ous function f(-) on R d
lim Eo,yo {f(Y(t))} = 7(f) (2.3)
t--*oo
uniformly for yo in a compact set.
Let K 1CIRd and let {Xk°} denote the solution of (2.1) with XO = x0 . We shall say
that {Xk° : k > 0, xoEK1 } is tight if given E > O0 there exists a compact K 2 CIRd
such that Po,,x{XkEK 2} > 1-c for all k > 0 and x0oEK 1. Here is our theorem on the
convergence of Xk as k---oo.
Theorem 2: Assume (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4) hold with ac>-1 and # > 0. Also assume
that {Xk ° : k > 0, xoEK} is tight for K a compact set. Then for B/A > Co and any
bounded continuous function f(-) on IRd
lim Eo,xo (f(Xk)} = 7r(f) (2.4)
k-+oo
uniformly for xO in a compact set.
Remark: We specifically separate the question of tightness from convergence in
Theorem 2. It is appropriate to do this because sometimes it is convenient to first prove
tightness and then to put an algorithm into the form of (2.1) to prove convergence; an
example is given in Section 5. In Section 5 we actually give a condition for tightness of
a class of algorithms somewhat more general than (2.1), and then use it to prove
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tightness and ultimately convergence for two example algorithms.
Since 7r concentrates on S*, we have, of course, that (2.3) and (2.4) imply Y(t)-- S*
as t--oo and Xk-+S* as k--oo in probability, respectively.
The proof of Theorem 2 requires the following two Lemmas. Let /(.) be defined by
logs du =s2 / 3 > 1.
f log u
Note that s + s2/3 < 3(s) < s + 2s2/3 for s large.
Lemma 1 [7]: Assume the conditions of Theorem 1. Then for any bounded continu-
ous function f(.) on IRd
lim (Es, xf(Y(3(s)))) - .rc(s)(f)) = 0
S--+ 0
uniformly for x in a compact set.
Lemma 2: Assume the conditions of Theorem 2. Then for any bounded continuous
function f(.) on IRd
lim (Eo,xo;s,x {f(X(/(s)))} - Es,x{f(Y(/(s)))}) = 0
uniformly for xO in a compact set and all x.
Lemma 1 is proved in [7, Lemmas 1, 2, 3]. Lemma 2 is proved in Section 3. Note
that these Lemmas involve approximation on increasingly large time intervals:
P(s)- s >2 2/3 -*oo as s-+oo. We now show how these Lemmas may be combined to
prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2: Since /3(s) is continuous and ,(s)-+coo as s-+oo, it is enough to
show that
lim Eo,xo{f(X(/6(s)))} = 7r(f) (2.5)S-et. We have for r
uniformly for x0 in a compact set. We have for r > 0
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IEO,xo {f(X(f(s))) - 7r(f) I
< Po,xo {X(s)Edx} IEo,xo;s,x {f(X(0(s)))} - 7r(f) I
If Po,x0 {X(s)Edx} IEo,xo;s,x {f(X(3(s)))} - 7'(f) I
Ix I-<r
+2 Ilfll Po,xo { IX(s) I > r} (2.6)
Now by the tightness assumption
sup Po,xo { lX(s) I > r} - 0 as r- oo. (2.7)
S> 0
Also by Lemmas 1, 2 and assumption (A2)
SUP IE,xo;,,,x {f(X(/(s)))} - ir(f) I
IxJ-r
sup IEo,xo;S,x {f(X(I(s)))} - Es,x {f(Y(3(s)))} I
+ SP IEs, x {f(Y(/(s)))} - rc(s) (f) I
+ 7rc(s)(f) _ fr(f) - as s-oo . (2.8)
Combining (2.6) - (2.8) and letting s--oo and then r--oo gives (2.5) and hence the
Theorem.
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Before proceeding with the proof of Lemma 2 we address the following technical
issue. Observe that Lemma 2 is not concerned with the joint probability law of X(.)
and Y(.). Hence without loss of generality we can and will assume that
Wk = ak1/2 (W(tk+l) - W(tk))
and that the following assumption holds in place of (A4):
(A4')For k = 0,1,... let 9k = oXo ,Yoo0...* k-1, W(s), 0 Cs •tk). Let K be a com-
pact subset of IRd. There exists L > 0 such that
E{ lEk 12 [lk} <Laj, IE{(k !Ik} I <La , V XkEK, w.p.1.
W(t) - W(tk) is independent of 9k for t > tk ·
It will also be convenient to define
C
c2 (tk) loglogk , k large,
and to let c2 (.) be a piecewise linear interpolation of {c2 (tk)}. Note that
c 2 (t) C/logt, and since C = B/A we have \/k C(tk) = bk-
In the sequel c1 ,c 2,... denote positive constants whose value may changes from
proof to proof.
The proof of Lemma 2 is based on the following three Lemmas. For s, R > 0
define the exit times
U(s,R) = inf{t > s: JX(t) I > R}
T(s,R) = inf{t > s: IY(t) I > R}
Lemma 3 [7, p. 745]: Assume the conditions of Theorem 1. Then given r > 0 there
exists R > r such that
lim P,,x {T(s,R) > /(s)} = 1
s---oo
uniformly for Ix I < r.
Lemma 4: Assume the conditions of Theorem 2. Then given r > 0 there exists R > r
such that
lim Po,xO;s,x {o(s,R) > /(s)} = 1
S--OO
uniformly for Ix I < r and all x0 .
Lemma 5: Assume the conditions of Theorem 2. Then for 0 < r < R
lim Eo,xo;s,x { IX(3(s)) - Y(6(s))) 12, a(s,R) A r(s,R) > 1(s)} = 0
S--OO
uniformly for Ix I < r and all x0 .
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The proofs of Lemmas 4, 5 are given below. We now show how these Lemmas may
be combined to prove Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2: Given r > 0 choose R > r as in Lemmas 3,4. Fix s > 0 for the
moment and let r = a(s,R), T = T(s,R). Henceforth assume all quantities are condi-
tioned on X(O) = xo, X(s) = Y(s) = x, Ix I < r. We have
IE{f(X(3(s)))} - E{f(Y(/(s)))} I
< E{ If(X(/(s))) - f(Y(,(s))) I , CA T > O(s)}
+2 Ilfll P{u(A T _< (s)} (3.1)
Now by Lemmas 3, 4
P{o^A T _< (s)} -+ as s--oo (3.2)
Also, since f(.) is uniformly continuous on a compact, given e > 0 there exists 6 > 0
such that If(u) - f(v) I < e whenever ju-v I < 6 and Ju I, iv I < R. Hence using the
Chebyshev inequality and Lemma 5
E{ If(X(P(s))) - f(Y(3(s))) I , (^A T > 3(s)}
<2 Ilfll P{ IX(3(s)) - Y(/(s)) I > 6, aA T > 3(s)} + e
< 211fl E{ IX(3(s)) - Y(O(s)) 12 , A T > ,(s)} + c
-+ e as s--*oo . (3.3)
Combining (3.1)-(3.3) and letting s-+oo and then c--+0 gives the Lemma.
The proofs of Lemmas 4, 5 involve comparisons between X(.) and Y(.). Define
f(.,.) by
Y(t) = Y(s) - (t-s) (VU(Y(s)) + S(s,t)) + c(s)(W(t) - W(s))
for t > s > 0. To compare X(-) and Y(.) we will need statistics for f(',').
Proposition 1: For every R > 0
Es,y { I(s,tA r(s,R)) 12} = O( Its I)
as tLs, uniformly for s > 0 and all y.
Proof: In this proof we can and will assume that VU(.) is bounded and Lipshitz (note
that U(.) is C2 and IY(u) I cR for s <u ctA t(s,R)). Fix s > 0 and let T = r(s,R).
Henceforth assume all quantities are conditioned on Y(s) = y. Now for t > s we can
write
tA r tA r
(t--s)t(s,t A ) = f (VU(Y(u)) - VU(Y(s))du - f (c(u) - c(s))dW(u) . (3.4)
S s
Let dl,d 2 be Lipshitz constants for V7U(.), c(.), respectively. Then
tA r t
E{ I f (VU(Y(u)) - VU(Y(s)))du 12} dE{(J IY(u) - Y(s) Idu)2 } I
S S
t
<2 d (t-s) f E{ IY(u) - Y(s) 12}du = O((t-s)3 ) (3.5)
s
and
tA r t
E( I f (c(u) - c(s))dW(u) 12} • f Ic(u) - c(s) 12du
S s
t
< d f (u--s) 2 du = O((t-s)3 ) (3.6)
as tls, uniformly for s > 0 and all y. The Proposition follows from (3.4)-(3.6).
Corollary 1: Given R > 0 let Sk = -(tk,tk+l A r(tk,R)). Then there exists M > 0
such that
E{ klk I2 Ik} CMak, IE{ k Ik|} I < Ma1/2 w.p.l.
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Proof: Observe that fk is {Y(tk), W(t)- W(tk), tk < t < tk+1} measurable. Since
Y(tk) is 9k measurable and {W(t) - W(tk), tk < t < tk+l} is independent of ok, we
must have P{rkE I9k} = P{ekE* IY(tk)} w.p.l. The Corollary now follows from Propo-
sition 1 and Holder's inequality.
3.1. Proof of Lemma 4
The idea behind this proof is to compare X(t) and Y(t) in such a way as to elim-
inate the slowly decreasing Gaussian noise (i.e. the bkWk term) between them. Then
the escape time estimate for X(t) from a bounded region essentially follows from that
for Y(t) in Lemma 3. It seems very difficult to work directly with X(t).
For each n let kn be the interger which satisfies @(tn)E[tk,,tk+il). We shall show
there exists R > r such that
lim Po,xo;t,,x {u(t,,R) > tka} = 1 (3.7)
n-+oo
uniformly for Ix I <r and all x0. The Lemma then follows by some minor details
which are omitted.
By Lemma 3 there exists R 1 > r such that
lim Pt,x {r(tn,Rl) > tk} = 1
n--.oo
uniformly for Ix I < r. Hence (3.7) will follow if we can show there exists R > r such
that
lim Po,x0;tn,x {f(tn,R) < tk , r(tn,R 1) > tk} = 0 (3.8)
n -- oo
uniformly for Ix I < r and all x0. We shall first assume d = 1 (the scalar case) and then
generalize to d > 1. The generalization to d > 1 requires condition (A3).
Proof for d=1: In view of (Al) there exists R 2 > R1 such that
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sup U (x) < inf If(x),
inf U'(x) > sup U'(x).
x- R2 IxIR 1
Let R 3 = R 2 +1 and R 4 = 2R3 + 3R 1. We shall show that (3.8) holds with R = R 4.
Fix n for the moment and let or = a(t,,R 4), T = T(tn,R 1). Let
Sk = S(tk,tk+l A T(tk,Rl))
and
Yk+l = Yk - ak(VU(Yk) + (k) + bkWk
Note that if Y(tn) =Yn and T >_ tk > t n then Y(tk)=Yk. Henceforth assume all
quantities are conditioned on X(O) = Xo = x0, X(tn) = Xn = Y(tn) = Yn = x, Ix I < r.
We proceed by observing that if the event {oaC tk.} occurs then either
* at some time k, n <k < kn, Xk jumps from [-R 4,R 2] to (R 3 , o) or from [-R 2 ,R 4 ]
to (-oo, -R 3 )
* at some time k, n <k < kn, Xk jumps from [-R 4 ,R 2 ] to (R 2 ,R 3 ], and exits from
(R2 ,R 4 ] to (R 4,00) at some time e, k < e < kn
* at some time k, n < k < kn, Xk jumps from [-R2 ,R 4 ] to [-R3 ,-R 2 ), and exits
from [-R 4 ,-R 2 ) to (-oo,-R4 ) at some time e, k < e < kn
Now define 0k-stopping times
/41 = inf{k > n: Xk-l < R 2 , R 2 < Xk <R 3 }
V1 =inf{k > p+: Xk <R2 }
2 -+ =inf{k > vu : Xk-l < R 2, R 2 < Xk -<R 3}
v4 = inf{k > /4+ : Xk <R 2 }
and
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i/ = inf{k > n: Xk- >--R 2 , -R 3 <Xk < -R 2}
v' = inf{k > l: Xk > -R 2 }
/2 = inf{k > v/: Xk-1 >- -R 2 , -R 3 <Xk <--R2}
v- = inf{k > pt : Xk > -R 2}
Note that if ,+, lm < kn then we must have m < mn (where mn < (kn-n)/2)). Hence
if we let
D, = U {-R4 -Xk <R2 , Xk+1 > R 3} U{-R2 <Xk <R4 , Xk+1 < -R 3 },k=n
mn
E+ = U {t+ m< < tv, ' _< tkn, t > tkn},
m=l
mn
En = U {tAm < < tvm , tk, T > tkn},
m=l
then
P{ - -< tk n , T> tkn} <P{Dn} +P{E + } +P{E n }
Claim 1: lim P{Dn} = 0 uniformly for Ix I < r and all x0.
n--+oo
Claim 2: lim P{E + } = O0 uniformly for Ix I < r and all xo.
n--+oo
Assuming that Claims 1, 2 hold, we have P{O < tkn , T > tk} -0 as n--*oo. And
the convergence is uniform for Ix I< r and all xo. This proves (3.8) and hence Lemma 4
when d = 1.
Proof of Claim 1: Using the Chebyshev inequality and a standard estimate for the
tail probability of a Gaussian random variable we have
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k,-1
P{Dn} -< P{-R 4 -<Xk -< R 2 ,Xk+l-Xk >R 3 -R 2}U) {-R 2 <Xk -< R 4 ,Xk+l-Xk <-(R3 -R 2 )}
k=n
< P{ lXk I<R4 , IXk+1-Xk |>R 3 -R 2 }
k=n
k,-l
= E P{ Xk l <R 4, I-ak(U'(Xk)+-k)+bkWk I>R3 -R 2}
k=n
kn-1
< (P{ IXk I <R4, ak k I > (R 3-R 2 )/3} + P{bk IWk I>(R3-R 2)/3}, n large
k=n
c1 (akE{ ( I 12, IXk <R4} + exp(- ))
k=n bk
k.-1 C2CC3 Z (ak+ q + exp(-2 ))
k=n bk
°° 1
s (k 2+ -+ exp(-c 4k)) -- * 0 as n---oo,
k=n
since c > -1. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Proof of Claim 2:
Since the proofs for E + and E- are symmetric, we shall only consider E +. For
convenience we suppress the + sign throughout i.e. En A En+, m A_+, vm A
For 1 m m n let
En, m {tAm < Or < tym U ° _tkn , T > tkn}
We have
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kn
P{En, m) =P U t{m < tk < tm r '= tk , 7 > tkn)
•P U {Xk -Yk > R 4 -R 1 ,t ia < tk utv, a =Tk=n+2kn
-<P k jXk -Yk > R4 -R1, t/m < tk -< tm A crA r}
=P { max [Xk -- Yk] >R 4 -R1)
k:tpm<tk<tvmA °A rA tkn
k:tp< tk tvm A a A r-A tkn Xk (Yk-1P ( max [X/-m -_ Ypm -- E a(UI(X£) -- U (Y))k:tpm < tk t,mA oA rA tkn eLA
k-1
- - ae(e-ge)] > R 4 -R 1 }
Suppose tAm < tk < t,mA u7A TA tkn. Then XmE(R 2,R 3], YumE(-R 1,R 1), which
implies X/m - Y ---R 3 + R 1 = (R 4 - R1)/2. Also Xe'E(R 2 ,R 4], YeE(--R,R1) for all
e such that gu _<e < k, which implies U'(Xe) -U'(Ye) > 0 for all P such that
nm -e < k. Now let
77k = (Vk - Sk)l{ Ixk I R4}
Note that by (A4') and Corollary 1
E{ Irk 12 [Ik} -clak A 1, IE{77k Ik} I -- cla& (1/2) w.p.1.
Hence
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k-1
P{En,m} -<P{ max ate re > (R 4 - R1 )/2}
k:t,m <tk< tVmA LTA rA tkn e=/m
k-1
P{ max , aneqe > (R 4 -R 1 )/2}
/m<k-< vmA kn £e=/m
k
=Pn+ max k _ ae77e1{m-L<me<Vm} > (R 4 -R1)/2}
nl-k- --e=n+l
k
_P { max E ae(r/e -E{?rle I7-e})1{jm-e<vm}
n+l - k <k,-l e=n+l
k
+ max _- a£ EE{7,e Ie}l{Zm_,<£e<Vm} > (R4 - R 1)/2} (3.9)
n+l-<k-< kn,-l =n+l
But
k
max 8 , at E{7e Ioe}l{,m_ _e<vm } I
n+l--< k--l e=n+l
k,-l
n-11e=n+l
Sie --+ 0 as n---oo (3.10)
e p=n+ oy (3/2) A (1+f g
since / > 0. Combining (3.9), (3.10) gives for n large enough
k
P{E,m }--<P{i max Y ae('e-E{ve le))l{l_<me<.m}>(R 4-Rl)/4} (3.11)
-1 k_ kn-l4=n+ 1
Let k,= ?7 k -- E{?7k Ijk and
k
am,k = y a£e 1ll{me<vm} , k > n+l.
e=n+l
Since ie is ;'+l measurable and {/ ( e<<Vm} Ee, {Smk,k k+il}k> n+l is a martingale.
Hence applying Doob's inequality to (3.11) gives for n large enough
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P{En,m} • P{ max Sm,k > (R 4 - R 1)/4}
n+l-k-<k,k-l
• C3 E{SMn,kn-l}
k,-1
= C3 E ak E{ kk 1{/lm_<k<vm}}
k=n+l
Finally
mn
P{Enl} C P{En,m}
m=l
kn=l mn
< c3 E ak E{ I27k 12 l{Im<k<vm}}
k=n+l m=l
kn-1
C3 E a2 E( Ik 12)
k=n+l
kn-1
C3 E a2 E{ I'qk 12}
k=n+l
<c 4 E akA(2+o)
k=n+l
00 1 _
S c5 A (-)- O as n-+oo
since c > -1. This completes the proof of Claim 2.
Proof for d > 1:
We now show how the above proof for d = 1 can be extended to d > 1.
Let ui denote the ith component of a vector u. Suppose for the moment that there
exists R2 > R 1 such that for R3 = R 2 + 1 and R4 = 2R 3 + 3R 1 we have
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au au
Xsup (x) < inf (x) (3.12)
x'-I-R2 Ixj IsR1V j0d
IxJ I R4 V joi
au auinf (X) > sup (x) . (3.13)
Ixij l R4 V jsi
For s > 0, Ro > 0, and i = 1,...,d let
qi(s,Ro) =inf{t > s: IXi(t) I > Ro
Then we can show that as n--oo
Po, x;tt.x{(J~tn, VdR4) < tkn , T(tnRl) > tk.}
d
<C Po,x0;tn,x{(i(tn,R 4 ) < tkn, (i(tn,R 4 ) < cj(tn,R 4 ) V j:i , T(tn,Ri) > tk} -- 0
i=l
similarly to the proof given above that
PO,x;tn,xf{ctn,R 4 ) tk , T(t,,Rl) > tk} -- 0
in the scalar case d = 1. So (3.8) and hence Lemma 4 holds for R = V/d R 4 .
It remains to establish (3.12) and (3.13). We only consider (3.13). Let
x=-, IxI>0
WVU(x) - <VU(x),x>i IVU(x) - <VU(x),i>i I > o
IVU(x) - < VU(x),x>x I
=0 , IVU(x)- <U(x),xi>x =O
Of course <i,)> = O. Let
g (x) = ) > <,e , xi large,
< VU(x),i> <i,ee >
where ei is the ith standard basis element in ]Rd. Let
D(R 2) = {x: xi i R 2 , Ixj I <R 4 V j $ i}. Then using (A3)
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lim sup g2(X)
R2--.oo xEDR 2)
U( in -<VU(SUX<),>2 
< im xup IVU(x) I < VU(x,>
R2-- oo xEDR 2) <U(x),> <,e >
= [ vU(x) , x -2 _ 1.x Ix 12 -(xi) 2Rloo xEDsp2) L lu(x) I(x1)2
< (L(d)- 2 - 1)4(d-1) = 1
and the same inequality holds with g2 (x) replace by g(x). Hence
lim inf (x)
R2-+00 xED(R 2) aXi
lim inf [< VU(x),i><i,e > + <7U(x),}><},ei>]
R2 -+*oo xED(R 2)
> lim inf <VU(x),> <i,ei >(1 - g(x))
R2-+oo XED(R 2)
lim inf IVU(x) <x > g(x)) oX .
R2-+oo xED(R 2) I VU(X) I- -g(x) = oo.
aU
Since -:x(-) is bounded on a compact set (3.13) and similarly (3.12) follows. This com-
pletes the proof of Lemma 4.
3.2. Proof of Lemma 5
The idea behind this proof is that if X(s) = Y(s) and X(t) and Y(t) remain in a
fixed bounded set on large time intervals tE[s,#/(s)] (and they do by Lemmas 3 and 4),
then we can develop a recursion for estimating E { X(i(s)) -Y(f(s)) 12}, and from the
recursion we can show that E{ IX(/l(s)) - Y(6(s)) 12} .0 as s-*oo. This is true even
though the interval length lI(s) - s -+ oo as s-moo.
For each n let kn be the integer which satisfies /(tn)E[tkn,tknl). We shall show
that
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lim Eo,xo;tn,x { IX(tk) - Y(tk) 12 , C(tn,R) A r(tn,R) > tk.} = O . (3.14)
The Lemma then follows by some minor details which are omitted.
In this proof we can and will assume that VU(.) is bounded and Lipshitz, and (k
satisfies (A4') with K = IRd i.e.
E{ lk 12 Jlk} < Lao ,, E{(k [Jk} I <Lak w.p.1 (3.15)
(note that U(.) is C2 and if a(tn,R)A r(tn,R) > tk. then IX(t) 1, IY(t) I < R for
t n t _tk=).
Fix n for the moment and let C = a(tn,R), T = T(tn,R). Let
k = (tk,tk+t A T(tk,R))
and
Yk+1 = Yk - ak(VU(Yk) + Sk) + bkWk ·
Note that if Y(tn) = Yn and r > tkn then Y(tkn) = Ykn. Henceforth assume all quanti-
ties are conditioned on X(O) = XO = xO, X(tn) = Xn = Y(tn) = Yn = x, Ix I < r. Then
E{ MX(tk=) -Y(tk.) 12 , uA T > tk } = E{ IXk -- Yk 12 , C/A T > tk=}
<E{ IXkn - Ykn 12 (3.16)
We proceed to show that the r.s. of (3.16) tends to 0 as n--oo. Let
Ak = Xk -Yk , 7k = -k - Sk ·
Note that by (3.15) and Corollary 1
E{( Ik 12 I[k} c ¢1lak 1, IE{gk Ik) - Cla A (1/2) w.p.l
Now using Holder's inequality and the fact that Xk, Yk and hence Ak are 9k measur-
able we have
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E{ IAk+1 12} = E{ Ik - ak(VU(Xk+Ak) - VU(Xk) + 71k) 12}
= E{lAk 12}
-
2ak E{<Ak,VU(Xk +Ak) - VU(Xk) > )
-
2ak E{<Ak, 7k>}
+ a E{ IVU(Xk + Ak) - VU(Xk) 12}
+ 2a2 E{<VU(Xk + Ak) - VU(Xk), 7lk>}
+aE{ Jk I 1}
•E{lAk 12}
+ 2dlakE{ lAk 12}
+ 2 ak E{ IAk 12}1/2 E{ IE{7rk l k} 12}1/2
+ 2d2a2 E{ lAk 12}
+ 2dlak E{ IAk j2}1/2 E{ IE{/k l[-k} 12}1/2
+ a E{E{ l[7k 12 l[k}}
• (1 + c2ak) E{ lAk } + c2ak
where dl is a Lipshitz constant for VU(.) and 8 = min[3/2, 2 + ca, 1 + 1]. Using the
assumptions that a > -1, 1 > 0 we have 8 > 1. Now for each n
E{+ lAk 12} - (1 + c 2 ak)E{ IAk } + c2 ak , k > n
E{ A 12 }=o0
and if we replace the inequality with equality the resulting difference equation is
unstable as k-+oo (recall that ak = A/k, k large). Nonetheless, we make the following
Claim 3: There exists y > 1 such that
lim sup E( IAk 12 = 0.
n-+oo k:t < tk< -Itn
Assume the Claim holds. Since tkn -< (tn) ( tn + 2tn/3 < ytn for n large, it follows
that
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lim E{IlAkn 12}=0
n--+oo
This proves (3.14) and hence Lemma 5. It remains to prove the Claim.
Proof of Claim 3: For each n let {Un, k}k n be a sequence of nonnegative numbers
such that
Un,k+l • (1 + ak)Un , k + ak, k 2 n,
Un, n = 0
where 6 > 1. Now
k-1 k-1 k-1 k-1
Un,k am II (l+ae) • ( am) exp( E am),
m=n e'=m+l m=n m=n
since 1 + x < eX. Also En-la m < A(log(k/n)+l/n) and
Cn--la6 c A(1/(_-l)n6-1 + 1/ns), and if tk 'y ft n then k < cl n1. Choosey such
that 1 < "y < 1 + (--1)/A. It follows that
sup Un , k C c2 n( '- 1)A- (6- 1) -- 0 as n -* oo.
k:tn < tk - -tn
The Claim follows by setting un,k E{ lAk 12}.
Remark: The proof of Claim 3 does not work if ak = A/kn7 for any 71 < 1.
4. GENERAL TIGHTNESS CRITERION
In this Section we consider the tightness of an algorithm of the form
Xk+l = Xk -ak( lk(Xk) + ~k) + bkWk, k > 0 (4.1)
where fak}, {bk}, {(k}, {Wk} are defined as in Section 2 and k(') is specified below.
We will deal with the following conditions in this Section (ce, 3, l, r2 are constants
whose values will be specified later).
(B1) For k = 0,1,..., let Ok = a(XoWo,..,W k-, ,...,k-). There exists L1 > 0 such
that
E{ kek 12 kk} < Ll a k, IE{(k [lk} I <L1af w.p.1
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(B2) For k = 0,1,..., let {1k(x): xElRd} be an 1Rd-valued random vector field
(B3) Let K be a compact subset of lRd. There exists L2 > 0 such that
E{b Ik(x) 12 Ik} <L 2 V xEK, w.p.1
(B4) There exists L3 , R > 0 such that
E( 1c'(x) |I ik}>2 _ L3 x VIx I > R, w.p.1
ak
(B5) There exists L4 , R > 0 such that
I x 2E{ |1c(x) 12 l~k} sL _ v IX I> R, w.p.1ak
(B6) There exists L5, R > 0 such that
E;{<4(x),x> lik) > L5 E{ ¢k(x) I x I l9k} V Ix Ix > R, w.p.1
Theorem 3: Assume that (B1)-(B6) hold with a > -1, 1 > 0 and 0 c yl <Y < 1.
Let {Xk} be given by (4.1) and K be a compact subset of IRd. Then
{XXkO: k > 0, xo0 K} is a tight sequence of random variables.
The proof of Theorem 3 will require the following Lemmas.
Lemma 6: Assume the conditions of Theorem 3. Then there exists an integer ko and
an M1 > 0 such that
Eo,xo, IXk+l 12} - Eo,xo { lXk 12} < O if Eo,xo { lXk 12} > M1,
for k > ko and all x0 .
Proof: Assume all quantities are conditioned on X0 = xO. Now it follows from (B2)-
(B6) and the fact that Xk is 9k-measurable that
E{ Ik(Xk) 12 , IXk --<R} CL 2
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E{ 14(Xk) 12 , IXk I > R} > L3ak' E{ IXk 12, IXk I > R}
E{I ?k(Xk) 12, IXk I > R} <L4 akj2 E{ IXk 12 , Xk I > R}
and
E{<4/k(Xk), Xk>, IXk I > R} > L 5LV/2ak-'/ 2 E{ IXk 12, IXk I > R}.
Let DEPk. Then using Holder's inequality and the fact that Xk is 9k measurable and
Wk is independent of 9k we have
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E{ IXk+l 12,D} - E{ IXk 12 ,D}
= E( IXk - ak(4(Xk) + Sk) + bkWk 12,D} - E( IXk 12 ,D
-
2 ak E{<Xk,4k(Xk)>,D}
-
2 ak E{<Xk, k >,D}
+ 2bk E{<Xk,W k >,D}
+ a2 Ef{ 1k(Xk) 12,D}
+ 2a2 E{< k(Xk), k >,D}
- 2akbk E{< l4c(Xk),Wk >,D}
+ a E{ kk 12,D}
-
2 akbk E{< Ek,Wk >,D}
+ bk E{ IWk 12,D}
C- 2a k E{<Xk,k(Xk)>,D}
+ 2 ak E{ IXk 12 ,D}1/ 2 E{ IE{k ik} 12}1/2
+ 2bk E{<Xk,E{Wk}>,D}
+ ai E{ ICk(Xk) 12 ,D}
+ 2ak E{ Ik(Xk) 12 ,D}/ 2 E{E{ lk 12 l 2k}}/
+ 2 akbk E{ I4k(Xk) 12 ,D}1/2 E{ IWk 12}1/2
+ ak E{E{ lek 12 Ik})
+ 2 akbk E{E{ Ikk 12 I 1k}}/2 E{ IWk 12}1/2
+ bk E{ IWk 12} (4.2)
Let D = {Xk > R}. Then using (4.2) we have
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E{l Xk+1 2i, IX > R}-E{ IXk I, IXk I > R}
<-clak - ' / E{ IXk 12, IXk I > R}
+ C2((akl + a-72/2bk) E{ lXk 12 IXk I > R} + ak2 + ak bk + b2)
where 61 = min[l+/, 2-'Y2, 2+(a-'- 2)/21, 62 = min[1+/ 3, 2+(o-y 2 )/2, 2+ae], and
63 = min[1-' 2 /2, 1+a/2] . Using the assumptions that ca > -1, f, > 0,
o0 _ 1 < •Y2 < 1 we have 61 > 1, 62 > 1 and 63 > 1/2, and since bk = o(ak/2 ) we get
E{ IXk+l 12, IXk I > R} - E{ IXk 12, IXk I > R}
< (-c3ak1-1/ + o(ak- '/)) E{ lXk 12, IXk I > R} + o(al71- /2 )
<--c4a- 71/2 (E{ IXk 12} -R - 1) (4.3)
for all k > ko0 , if we choose ko large enough.
Let D = {Xk < R}. Then using (4.2) we have
E{ IXk+l 12 , IXk I < R})- E{ IXk 12, IXk I < R}
c5(ak4 + ab5bk + bk)
where 64 = min[1, 1 +l -, 2 + a/2, 2 + c] and 85 = min[1, 1 + a/2]. Using the
assumptions that ce > -1, , > 0 we have 64 = 1 and 85 > 1/2, and since bk = o(ak/2)
we get
E{ IXk+l 12, IXk I )R}- E IXk 12, IXk I <R}
< c6ak < coa- 71/2 (4.4)
for all k > 0.
Finally, let M1 = c§/c 4 + R + 1. Then combining (4.3), (4.4) gives the Lemma.
0-
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Lemma 7: Assume the conditions of Theorem 3. Then there exists an M 2 > 0 such
that
Eo,xo { IXk+l 12} - Eo,xo { IXk 12} < M 2(Eo,xo { IXk 12} + 1)
for k > 0 and all xo.
Proof: Similiarly to the proof of Lemma 6 we can show that conditioned on Xo = xO
E{ IXk+l 12, IXk I > R}-E {IXk 12, IXk I > R) < cla1/ 2 (E{ IXk 12} + 1)
and
E{ lXk+1 12 , IXk I <R} -E{lXk 12 , IXk I -< R} < clak
Combining these equations gives the Lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3: Let M 1, M2, and ko be as in Lemmas 6, 7. By Lemma 7 there
exists cl - M1 such that
Eo,xo{lXkl2 } < e l , Vk <ko, xoEK,
and by Lemmas 6 and 7 we also have
Eo,,,x{ Xk+l 12} - Eo,xo{ IXk 12} < 0 if Eo,xo{ Xk 12} > cl
and
Eo,xO{ IXk+l 12} _- Eo,xO{ Xk 12} <M 2(Eo,xo{ IXk 12} + 1)
for k > ko and all xo. Let c2 = cl + M 2 (cl + 1). Then by induction we get
Eo,xo{ IXk 12} < 2 , v k > 0, xoEK,
and the tightness of {XXk: k > 0, xoK} follows from this.
r-
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5. TIGHTNESS AND CONVERGENCE FOR TWO EXAMPLE
ALGORITHMS
In this Section we apply Theorems 2, 3 to establish the tightness and ultimately
the convergence of two example algorithms. Define U(-), {ak}, {bk}, {(k}, {Wk} as in
Section 2. We will need to consider one or both of the following conditions:
(A5) lim V U(x > 0
lxl- I-oo 
(A6) lim I (x) < lxl *00 Ib Ix
Example 1:
Here we consider the following algorithm:
Xk+l = Xk - ak(VU(Xk) + ~k) + bkWk k > O (5.1)
Theorem 4: Assume (A1)-(A3), (B1), (A5), (A6) hold with o > -1, 1 > 0. Let {Xk}
be given by (5.1). Then for B/A > Co and any bounded continuous function f(.) on
-Rd
lim Eo0 x {f(Xk)} = 7r(f)
k--oo
uniformly for x0 in a compact set.
Proof: The assumptions of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 (with 4(x) = VU(x) and
lY1 = -Y2 = 0) are satisfied.
Observe that the proof of tightness of {Xx I using Theorem 3 requires that (A5),
(A6) hold, i.e. there exists M 1, M2 such that
M1 Ix - IV7U(x) I -M 2 Ix i, Ix I large.
Intuitively, the upper bound on IVU(x) I is needed to prevent potentially unbounded
oscillations of {Xk} around the origin. It would be desirable to modify (5.1) in such a
way that the lower bound on IVU(x) I (i.e. (A5)) but not the upper bound on IVU(x) I
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(i.e. (A6)) is needed. Since we still want convergence to a global minimum of U(-)
which is not known to lie in a specified bounded domain, standard multiplier and pro-
jection methods [1] are precluded. The next example gives a modification of (5.1) which
has the desired properties.
Example 2:
Here we consider the following algorithm:
IXkIV 1Xk+ l =Xk -ak (7U(Xk) +k) +bk Wk if |17U(Xk)+(k I < aj
= Xk -4 I Xk +bk W k if IVV(Xk)+k > a (5.2)
where ?y > 0. Intuitively, note that if K is a fixed compact set, XkEK, ek is not too
large, and k is very large, then Xk is updated to Xk+1 as in (5.1). Also note that in (5.2)
(like (5.1)), VU(Xk) and Sk only appear as the sum VU(Xk) + ~k. This means that we
can use noisy or imprecise measurements of VU(.) in (5.2) in exactly the same way as in
(5.1).
Theorem 5: Assume (A1)-(A3), (B1), (A5) (but not necessarily (A6)) hold with ao > 0.
Let {Xk} be given by (5.2) with 0 < y < 1/2. Then for B/A > Co and any bounded
continuous function f(.) on ]Rd
lim Eo,xO {f(Xk)} = 7r(f) (5.3)
k-*oo
uniformly for xO in a compact set.
Proof: Let
Xk+l = Xk - ak(VU(Xk) + 6k) + bkWk , (5.4)
(this defines Jk) and :'k = (Xoo0,.., Xk-lW0o,...,Wk-1). We shall show that
(6k,Wk,''k) satisfies (A4). Hence by Theorem 2 if {Xx' : k > 0, xoEK} is tight for K
compact then (5.3) holds.
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Let
k(x) = VU(x) if VU(x) + lk x< 1
_ x if IVU(x) + k I > lx  1
at ad
Let
Xk+l = Xk - ak(74k(Xk) + Jk) + bkWk, (5.5)
(this defines ~k) and Sk = a(Xo0, ... , k-1 , Wo, ... , Wk- 1). We shall show that
(Vk,WkAk) satisfies (B1) and (4k(x),.4) satisfies (B2)-(B6) with 'l = , '2 = 2y.
Hence by Theorem 3 {Xk°: k > 0, xoEK} is tight for K compact and (5.3) does hold.
These assertions are proved in Claims 4 and 5 below.
Remark: The proof shows the importance of separating the tightness and convergence
issues. Even though we can write algorithm (5.2) in the form of algorithm (5.4), we can
not apply Theorem 3 to (5.4) to prove tightness because U(') may not satisfy (A6), and
~k may not satisfy (Bi) even though ~k satisfies (B1).
Claim 4: Let K be a compact subset of IRd. Then there exists M 1 > 0 such that
E{ IkJ 12 14'k} <M 1 aj , V XkEK, w.p.1.
Also, Wk is independent of ~'k'
Proof: Clearly
iXkiV 1
Fk = Ok if VU(Xk) + (k l I j
Xk IXk IV 1
- - -VU(Xk) if IVU(Xk) + kl >
ak ag
Hence for XkEK and k large enough
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E{ E 12 I Ik}
-<•E{lk 12 Ik} + E{ IX -- VU(Xk) 12 , IVU(Xk) + k > IV 1 I
ak ak
-Ll<a + l Prt IVU(Xk) + ~k I > k V 1 k}
c-Lla + Pr{ Ilk I > - Ik}
-I1'lk +~7 a aj:
<L laj + c3 E{ Ilk 12 Igk} < Mla" w.p.1,
where we have used the Chebyshev inequality. It is easy to see that the inequality actu-
ally holds for all k > 0. Since AkC9k the Claim follows.
Claim 5: Let K be a compact subset of IRd. Then there exists M 1, M2, M 3 , M 4 , M5 ,
R > 0 such that
(i) E{ I k 12 [I-k'} Mlak w.p.1. Also Wk is independent of 'k'
(ii) E{ Ik(x) 12 I'k} <M 2 V xEK, w.p.1
(iii) E{ Il[(x) I l}12 > M 3 IX 12 V x I > R, w.p.1
(iv) E lxk(x) 12 1k} -<M4 1:2- V ixI > R, w.p.1
ak
(v) E{<4(x),x> IL)4 >- M5 E{ 1ik(x) l Ix I jk} V Ix I > R, w.p.l.
Proof: First observe that (iii) and (v) follow immediately from (A3) and (A5).
(i): Clearly
It IXk IV 1
k = dk if IVU(Xk) + k I k 
ak
= 0 if I VU(Xk) + k I >
Hence
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E{ Ik 12 I'k}) 1E{ Ik 2 !lk} -M 1ak w.p.1
Since SkCgk (i) must hold.
(ii): For xEK and k large enough
E{ lj(x) 12 lIk}
< IVU(x)1 2 + l x2 Pr{ VU(x) + kl > iV lk)
< c 4+ c Pr [Sk I > [2 ak}
C1 + C3E{ k 12 Ik}) M 2 w.p.1,
where we have used the Chebyshev inequality. It is easy to see that the inequality actu-
ally holds for xEK and all k 2 0. Since 4kC9k (ii) must hold.
(iv): For Ix I large enough and k 2 0
E{ 14(x) 1 ik}
< 2 + IVU(x) 12 P{t VU(x) + k < Ix IV 1 k}
< 42- + E U(x) (x)2 , I (x)l + IIk I Ik}
ak ak
Since AkC k (iv) must hold. This completes the proof of the Claim and hence the
Theorem.
As a final note observe that the algorithm (5.1) does require (A6), and also (B1)
with ca > -1, / > 0. On the other hand, the algorithm (5.2) does not require (A6), but
does require (B1) with ce > 0 (and hence i > 0 by Holder's inequality). It may be pos-
sible to allow {~k} with unbounded variance in (5.2) but this would require some
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additional assumptions on {(k } and we do not pursue this.
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